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Weaving is a great metaphor for bringing Indigenous knowledge and its relevance in a
contemporary world. How our ancestral teachings can be guiding values in our work life.
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7 Sacred Values:
Love
To receive love and kindness from others, you have to give this to others first
Respect
Show honour and gratitude to all of the creation to show and earn respect
Courage
Face life and obstacles with a fearless heart, so what is right even if it is difficult
Honesty
Face your faults and mistakes with open eyes and learn from it
Wisdom
Use the knowledge that you have gained through your life to make good decisions
Humility
Understand and accept that we are all equal to each other, not better than others
Truth
Know these things, to speak them and to believe in them and in ourselves

What is Wraparound?
The Wraparound (WRAP) process is a holistic approach to health and social services delivery
that ensures families and individuals with complex issues play active roles in developing their
own care plans.
Wraparound planning uses a client driven, team based model, based on an individualized plan
that uses the strengths of the participant and team members to develop strategies to effectively
address their needs on a day to day basis. It brings in a holistic approach to human service
delivery that fosters inter-sectoral collaboration, integration and collective community
responsibility to support individuals and families dealing with multiple, complex health and
social problems.
Why use the Wraparound Process?
•
•
•
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The Wraparound Process is respectful and responsive to clients, whether your client is
an individual or a family.
The process is efficient and effective because it makes better use of services and
because it has a common plan
The role of human service providers is changing from “experts” to “partners and
facilitators”.
It encourages clients to assume ownership and responsibility versus increasing
dependency on human services.
This process can be used in other sectors; it is “portable”.

Wraparound Principles
1. Strength-Based
 Capacity building approach
2. Individualized & Family Centered
 Respects individual/family dignity, responsibility & self-determination
 Individualized plans based on needs
3. Single/Common Plan
 A single or common plan is developed and shared.
4. Community-Based
 Community-based resources & supports
 Community ownership
5. Blend of Formal & Informal Resources
 Shared commitment & balanced involvement of formal & informal resources.
 Better utilization of formal, professional & specialized services.
6. Unconditional Support
 Continued efforts
 Re-planning
7. Integrated & Holistic Approach
 Integrated approach based on all life “Domain Areas”
8. Safety & Crisis Planning
 Safety & Crisis planning are given priority
9. Culturally Sensitive
 Respectful of family culture; racial, spiritual & ethnic culture; and community culture
10. Collaborative & Inclusive Teaming
 Team process & shared leadership
11. Flexible Resources
 Supports Individualization
12. Measurable Outcomes
 Indicator of success

